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a b s t r a c t 

Community Operational Research (Community OR) has been an explicit sub-domain of OR for more 

than 30 years. In this paper, we tackle the controversial issue of how it can be differentiated from 

other forms of OR. While it has been persuasively argued that Community OR cannot be defined by 

its clients, practitioners or methods, we argue that the common concern of all Community OR prac- 

tice is the meaningful engagement of communities , whatever form that may take – and the legitimacy of 

different forms of engagement may be open to debate . We then move on to discuss four other contro- 

versies that have implications for the future development of Community OR and its relationship with 

its parent discipline: the desire for Community OR to be more explicitly political; claims that it should 

be grounded in the theory, methodology and practice of systems thinking; the similarities and differ- 

ences between the UK and US traditions; and the extent to which Community OR offers an enhanced 

understanding of practice that could be useful to OR more generally. Our positions on these controver- 

sies all follow from our identification of ‘meaningful engagement’ as a central feature of Community 

OR. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

Community operational research is a child of the wider op-

rational research (OR) movement, and the history of its emer-

ence and institutionalization has been extensively documented

e.g., Carter, Jackson, Jackson, & Keys, 1987; Johnson, 2012a; Mar

olinero, 1992; Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004a; Parry & Mingers,

991; Ritchie, 1994; Ritchie, Taket, & Bryant, 1994a ). While it can

e defined very broadly as “OR… for community development”

 Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004a , p.3), more detailed definitions can

ttract controversy due to the diversity of practitioners, clients and

ethods involved ( Bryant, Ritchie, & Taket, 1994; Ritchie & Taket,

994; Ritchie, Taket, & Bryant, 1994b, 1994c ). Most Community OR

ractitioners value participating in an inclusive research network,

mbracing a variety of traditions, and overly restrictive definitions

an create unwelcome exclusions ( Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004a ).

e will, however, revisit the possibility of a consensual definition

f Community OR in this paper. 
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The term ‘Community OR’ was first coined in the United King-

om (UK) in the mid-1980s at a time when public and private sec-

or OR was in decline ( Fildes & Ranyard, 1997 ), and the Operational

esearch Society was looking for new application domains for the

xpertise of its members ( Ritchie & Taket, 1994; Rosenhead, 1986 ).

owever, it is important to acknowledge that a good deal of work

pplying OR to community development had already been done

rior to that. In the United States (US), OR practitioners had been

orking with community groups since the late 1960s (e.g., Ackoff,

970 ) and in the UK since the mid-1970s (e.g., Jones & Eden, 1981;

oad & King, 1977; Trist & Burgess, 1978 ). Nevertheless, creating

he label ‘Community OR’ in the 1980s facilitated the emergence

f a new, relatively coherent research community in the UK. As a

esult, the number of community-based interventions significantly

xpanded ( Ritchie & Taket, 1994 ). It would be some years later that

he same burgeoning interest would manifest in the USA under the

abel of ‘Community-Based Operations Research’ ( Johnson, 2012b ).

he similarities and differences between the UK and US traditions

ill be commented upon later in this paper. While Community

R is much more widely international (for examples of practice

lsewhere in the world, see Ochoa-Arias, 2004; Waltner-Toews,

ay, Murray, & Neudoerffer, 2004; Shen & Midgley, 2007 ;
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White, Smith, & Currie, 2011; Foote, Baker, Gregor, Hepi, Houston &

Midgley, 2007; Foote, Ahuriri-Driscoll, Hepi, Midgley, & Earl-Goulet,

2016; Velez-Castiblanco, Brocklesby, & Midgley, 2016; Beall &

Brocklesby, 2018; Espinosa & Duque, 2018 ; Laouris & Michaelides,

2018; Morgan & Fa’aui, 2018; Pinzón-Salcedo & Torres-Cuello, 2018;

Romm, 2018 ; Ufua, Papadopoulos, & Midgley, 2018 ), it is neverthe-

less the UK and US traditions that have been most influential to

date. 

In writing this paper, we have two interlinked objectives. First,

we will revisit a question that is frequently avoided due to the con-

troversies it can raise ( Ritchie et al., 1994b; Midgley & Ochoa-Arias,

2004a ): is there something that differentiates Community OR from

other forms of OR, beyond the broad idea that it involves appli-

cations to community development? We will argue that the an-

swer is ‘yes’: it is the meaningful engagement of communities that

matters, although there is no consensus on what counts as ‘mean-

ingful’ ( Ufua et al., 2018 ) or even what constitutes a ‘community’

( Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 1999 ). However, disagreements on these

things are not a problem for Community OR because they provide

useful stimuli for deliberation and learning. Indeed, there are other

disagreements in our research community, and the second objec-

tive of the paper is to discuss four more controversies that have

implications for the future development of Community OR and its

relationship with its parent discipline. Our positions on these con-

troversies all follow from our identification of ‘meaningful engage-

ment’ as a central feature of Community OR. 

2. Defining Community OR 

So far, there have been four edited books on Community OR

( Ritchie et al., 1994a; Bowen, 1995; Midgley and Ochoa-Arias,

2004b; Johnson, 2012b ), and all of them use general phrases

like “OR… for community development” ( Midgley & Ochoa-Arias,

2004a , p.3). However, they stop short of offering a formal defini-

tion of our field. Ritchie et al. (1994b , p.1) say: 

“Let’s admit it, we’re going to cop out here and not offer a

precise, neat and tidy definition of either Operational Research

(OR) or community Operational Research (Community OR). The

OR profession has struggled for many years to reach a succinct

statement of OR which achieves broad agreement across OR

practitioners and has any meaning to a wider audience. It hasn’t

got there yet (some would argue it never will)…. The view we

take here is that precise definitions don’t really matter, or more

positively: ‘the proof of the pudding is in the eating’”. 

Midgley and Ochoa-Arias (2004a , p.1) argue that over-defining

the field can result in marginalizing the concerns of some mem-

bers of our research community. As a result, they portray Com-

munity OR “as a label used by a variety of people engaged in a

debate and on-going learning about their own and other people’s

community development practices”. However, Midgley and Ochoa-

rias (2004a ) go on to say that all Community OR practitioners

have two things in common: “a desire to make a contribution to

change in communities” (p.2) and “a concern with the design of

methodologies, processes of engagement, methods and techniques”

(p.2). Of course, the latter is common across all branches of OR. 

As hinted at in the previous sentence, a useful starting point

for a definition of Community OR is to look at how OR more gen-

erally has been understood, given that the former is a sub-domain

of the latter. A variety of definitions of OR have been offered over

the years, although (as acknowledged by Ritchie et al., 1994b ) none

have been universally accepted. We do not expect our own offering

to generate a consensus across our diverse research community,

but we can nevertheless highlight a couple of widely-recognized

characteristics of OR that are relevant to Community OR too: in-

tervention for desired change and the use of modeling . Our rationale
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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or focusing on these two characteristics can be found in the online

upplementary material to this paper. 

So, we argue that Community OR has inherited the focus on

odeling for intervention from its parent discipline, but what de-

nes it as different from other forms of OR? Bryant et al. (1994) of-

er a really useful clarification of what cannot be used to define

ommunity OR. First, it cannot be defined by the characteristics

f its practitioners. While some have formal training in OR, oth-

rs come to it from a wide range of different disciplines and prac-

ices, such as mathematics, systems science, the social sciences and

ven the humanities. Our anecdotal observation here, however, is

hat many ‘immigrants’ to our research community already have an

nterest in application, transdisciplinarity and/or action research,

hich makes the development and use of generic modeling meth-

ds for intervention appealing to them. 

Also, Community OR practitioners have a wide range of motiva-

ions ( Wong & Mingers, 1994 ), including “social, religious, personal,

areer development, research and other reasons” ( Bryant et al.,

994 , p. 232). So there is no one motivation that can be singled

ut as definitive of Community OR. 

It cannot be defined by a set of methods either: an extraordi-

ary variety of methodologies, methods and techniques have been

eployed ( Bryant et al., 1994 ). There is certainly more of an em-

hasis on the use of problem structuring methods than is found

n the rest of the OR literature, and some writers claim this is

ecause community contexts entail greater complexity and plural-

sm of perspectives than most industrial and public sector contexts

e.g., Jackson, 1987a, 1988 ), but for these methods to be a defining

haracteristic of Community OR, they would have to be used by

veryone in all projects, and they are clearly not: there have been

 number of uses of quantitative methods reported in the UK liter-

ture (e.g., Thunhurst & Ritchie, 1992; Thunhurst, Ritchie, Friend, &

ooker, 1992; Cohen & Midgley, 1994; Mason, 1994; Pepper, 1994;

itchie & Townley, 1994; Ritchie, 2004 ). Indeed, these constitute

he majority of applications in the USA ( Johnson, 2012b ). 

Bryant et al. (1994) hint that there may be something that is

ommon across all Community OR projects concerning the process

f application of OR techniques. We will return to this insight later

n the paper, not to suggest that it is a defining feature of Commu-

ity OR, but to point to what OR more generally can learn from the

ritical attitude that is commonly found in Community OR theory,

ethodology and practice. 

Finally, Bryant et al. (1994) argue that Community OR cannot

e defined by its clients. This is arguably their most important ob-

ervation, as it is very tempting, when we are asked what Com-

unity OR is, to simply say that it is OR with grass-roots com-

unity groups and voluntary organizations. This is arguably how

he field started out (e.g., Thunhurst et al., 1992; Gregory & Jack-

on, 1992a, 1992b; Thunhurst & Ritchie, 1992 ), but it rapidly went

eyond serving these more ‘obvious’ clients: the literature reveals

pplications with business organizations (e.g., Mason, 1994; Ritchie

 Townley, 1994; Ufua et al., 2018; Weaver, Crossan, Tan, & Pax-

on, 2018 ), the public sector (e.g., Pindar, 1994; Midgley, Munlo, &

rown, 1998; Grubesic & Murray, 2010; Foote, et al., 2016 ), volun-

ary organizations providing services with statutory funding (e.g.,

ohen & Midgley, 1994 ) and multi-agency teams or networks span-

ing the public and voluntary sectors (e.g., Vahl, 1994; Midgley &

ilne, 1995; Gregory & Midgley, 20 0 0; Johnson, Gorr, & Roehrig,

0 05; Boyd et al., 20 07; Hare, Alimadad, Dodd, Ferguson, & Ruther-

ord, 2009; Johnson et al., 2015 ), as well as many projects with

he more ‘obvious’ clients mentioned above. See also Johnson and

milowitz (2007) and Johnson (2012b) for many other examples

f applications stretching beyond community groups and voluntary

rganizations. Of course it could be argued that these applications

re not actually Community OR and have been mislabeled, but in

ur view this would be a retrograde step because it would impose
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2017.08.014
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n artificial boundary on practice that is both counter-intuitive and

nti-systemic: in most countries, to address the complex needs

nd desires of grass-roots communities, there is often a need for

ollaboration across the ‘traditional’ boundaries of business, public

nd third sector organizations in order to achieve change ( Midgley,

unlo, & Brown, 1997; Gregory & Midgley, 20 0 0; Taket & White,

0 0 0; White, 2018 ). Some forms of OR assume the existence of a

ingle problem owner, whereas many complex issues have multiple

owners’ ( Taket & White, 20 0 0 ). White (2018) says that Community

R serves ‘social purpose organizations’, which may be in any sec-

or or could be a multi-agency collective, so there is no assumption

f a single problem owner. However, we suggest that serving a so-

ial purpose organization is still not the defining feature of Commu-

ity OR, as there are examples of projects addressing complex is-

ues with no obvious owners at all, as they fall through the cracks

etween existing agencies (e.g., Boyd, Brown, & Midgley, 2004 ). 

Bryant et al. (1994) speculate that maybe it is the type of is-

ue being dealt with rather than the category of client that defines

ommunity OR, but we believe this is also incorrect: a very wide

ange of issues have been addressed in Community OR projects,

nd arguably the only thing they have in common is that the

uthors writing about them have claimed that addressing them

s a ‘good thing to do’. We suggest that belief in the value of

doing good’ (whatever that might mean in local contexts) is a

ommon characteristic of all Community OR practitioners, but it

s not restricted to Community OR – for instance, some people

till go into Public Sector OR to do good, and they discuss val-

es (e.g., Johnson et al., 2015 ), even though that field has be-

ome increasingly technocratic over the years ( Rosenhead, 1986;

idgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004a ). Indeed, ‘doing good with good OR’

as been adopted by INFORMS in the US as the name of a stu-

ent paper competition intended to highlight innovative public-

ector applications ( INFORMS 2016a ), and INFORMS has recently

tarted a non-profit voluntary consulting initiative called ‘Pro Bono

nalytics’ modeled after a similar UK project called ‘Pro-Bono

R’ ( INFORMS 2016b ). 

So, should we give up on finding a definitive characteristic of

ommunity OR that differentiates it from other branches of the

rofession? We say ‘no’. Below, we offer what we believe distin-

uishes Community OR from other forms of OR, including those

orms that are motivated by the desire to ‘do good’ in society but

obody would claim are Community OR. 

The critical characteristic we identify as being necessary for a

roject to be described as Community OR is the meaningful engage-

ent of a community (or communities). Now, let us first of all make

lear that this does not presuppose a particular theory of commu-

ity or methodology of engagement; there are numerous theories

hat can help us make sense of what a community is ( Midgley &

choa-Arias, 1999 ) and there are even more methodologies that

ffer principles and methods for structuring engagement ( Jackson,

988, 1991; Midgley, 20 0 0 ). However, it does presuppose that, for

very project that someone claims is an example of Community

R, it should be possible to explain what constitutes ‘the commu-

ity’. This might be residents in a geographical locale, the mem-

ers of a self-help group, a sub-category of the population with

articular needs or desires, an under-served or marginalized sec-

ion of the population, an interest group, or even a geographically

ispersed set of people interacting online. It should also be pos-

ible to say what makes the engagement meaningful rather than

okenistic or absent. 

Importantly, we claim that this way of distinguishing our

eld does not impose radically new boundaries, thus excluding

rojects that have previously been accepted as Community OR.

his is therefore not a move to marginalize participants in our re-

earch community. Rather, we believe we are making explicit a

alue or ‘principle of practice’ that has always tacitly been there,
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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nforming people’s intuitive judgments on what is and is not

ommunity OR. By drawing out this principle, and showing that

t enables us to differentiate Community OR from non-Community

R, we seek to counter the view (not in the literature, but some-

imes expressed at meetings and conferences) that Community OR

ost some coherence when it expanded from its early, sole focus on

rass-roots community groups and voluntary organizations. While

here might be some who wish the practice of Community OR

ad never broadened out, we believe it is a mistake to claim that

his has brought incoherence. It just involves a different coherence

round the meaningful engagement of communities instead of ser-

ice only to grass-roots community groups and voluntary organi-

ations. So, let us explore the terms ‘engagement’ and ‘community’

 little more, to add clarity. 

We have chosen the word ‘engagement’ because it is broader

han other possible terms like ‘participation’. For example, there is

 question mark over whether ‘consultation’ is a form of participa-

ion, given that the former excludes the consulted from being part

f the final decision that people are being consulted on: some peo-

le define consultation as a type of participation, and others treat

articipation and consultation as completely different, or even op-

osite concepts ( Arnstein, 1969; Richardson, 1983 ). However, con-

ultation is clearly a form of engagement , as is full participation in

ecision making. 

The more interesting question is whether any particular form

f engagement can be justified as meaningful , and answering this

sually requires a judgment in context. Whether a particular form

f engagement is meaningful or not might depend on the expecta-

ions of citizens in the community, whether their representatives

ave the respect of the wider community and the authority to

peak on their behalf, whether the agenda is set by an organiza-

ion but can be influenced by community representatives, whether

here is actually a need for the community to set the agenda

hat organizations then respond to, etc. Ufua et al. (2018) explore

he notion of meaningfulness, emphasizing the importance of pre-

enting the co-option of community-based organizations (also see

choa-Arias, 2004 ), and they conclude that 

“meaningful community engagement involves enabling people

from local communities to have a substantial input into framing

both the issues to be discussed and potential actions to address

them, whether the issues are first raised as a concern by the

community itself or by a private or public sector organization

wanting that community’s involvement”. 

We see the latter as a reasonable heuristic to employ when

onsidering whether an engagement is meaningful or not: are

ommunities, and/or their legitimate representatives, able “to have

 substantial input into framing both the issues to be discussed

nd potential actions to address them”? If the answer is ‘yes’, then

he project qualifies as Community OR. 

If the answer is debatable, some justification might be needed.

or example, Midgley et al. (1998) discuss a project on housing

or older people where older people themselves were engaged in

 wide-ranging exercise of systemic service design, but were then

xcluded by the statutory authorities from a workshop that was

oing to determine the latter’s organizational response to the OR

eport that had been produced. The Community OR practitioners

ade the judgment that they could design the workshop to en-

ure the older people’s concerns were strongly represented – in-

eed, they turned the vision of the housing service that the older

eople wanted into evaluation criteria to test the adequacy of the

tatutory agencies’ plans (and also used other techniques to ensure

he ideas of the older people were respected in the development

f those plans). In this case, Midgley et al. (1998) argued that the

eaningfulness of the engagement was preserved. 
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 
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The other term of interest here is ‘community’. What con-

stitutes a ‘community’ that ought to be meaningfully engaged?

Midgley and Ochoa-Arias (1999) have addressed this question, ar-

guing that different political traditions define ‘community’ in dif-

ferent ways, so the explicit or tacit political assumptions of Com-

munity OR practitioners (and those made by influential stake-

holders) end up framing both who comes to be engaged in

projects and indeed what Community OR as a practice should

be. Examples of political theories of community include welfare

and radical liberalism; classical Marxism and neo-Marxism; and

participative-democratic, historical, religious and green communi-

tarianism. Indeed, we do not have to be limited to the political

theories already in the literature, as it is perfectly possible for

reflections on Community OR theory, methodology and practice

to give rise to new perspectives on how communities should be

viewed. 

There is the possibility of a tension in Community OR regard-

ing the role of privilege in defining ‘community’. Surely not all

communities are equal in terms of needs/deprivation, or orienta-

tion towards social improvement? The question of whether one

might place extra emphases on some types of community rather

than others on the basis of relative deprivation or marginalization,

and the issue of whether some definitions of community make

these things less visible, are things that Community OR practi-

tioners could usefully reflect on. Critically, Midgley and Ochoa-

rias (1999) argue that, if Community OR practitioners fail to

reflect on their own assumptions about what communities are,

they are likely to default to the understanding of community that

is dominant in their wider society. Many may be content with

this, but if they are not, they need to ensure that their practice

supports the vision of community that they want to see being

developed. 

It would be possible for us to identify our own preferred theory

(or theories) of community, but in the context of the current paper,

this is not the point: as a spur to learning, research communities

need a degree of heterogeneity, so we simply ask practitioners to

think about and explain their assumptions about community and

how these have informed their practice, if and when this arises in

debate. Also, our research network needs to reflect more generally

on the ‘who, what, why and how’ of community engagement, and

what kinds of pragmatic compromises on meaningful engagement

can be accepted as legitimate in what contexts – and conversely,

what might constitute ‘one compromise too far’. 

We said earlier that we could point to the difference between

Community OR and other domains of OR practice (e.g., public sec-

tor OR). The criterion of ‘meaningful engagement of communities’

helps in this regard. Examples of perfectly legitimate interventions

that do not include any aspect of community engagement include

some of the application-orientated chapters in Pollock, Rothkopf,

and Barnett’s (1994) important survey of public sector OR: for

instance, Odoni, Rousseau, and Wilson (1994) , on modeling ur-

ban and air transportation; and Weyant (1994) , on energy policy

applications. Note that there are also examples of public sector

OR where there was actually community engagement that could

be described as meaningful (e.g., Gregory, Romm, & Walsh, 1994;

Walsh, 1995; Gregory & Romm, 2001; Foote et al., 2016; Lee, Chen,

Pietz, & Beneke, 2009, Jehu-Appiah et al., 2008; Ewing & Baker,

2009 ), and we would argue that these are also Community OR . There

can be overlaps between Community OR and other branches of

the discipline too: Mason’s (1994) , Ritchie and Townley’s (1994) ,

Ufua et al.’s (2018) and Weaver et al.’s (2018) projects working

with businesses in a community-engaged manner are also exam-

ples. Bryant et al. (1994) are absolutely right to say that Commu-

nity OR is not defined by the nature of its clients: it is the mean-

ingful engagement of communities, with the latter having a sub-
t  
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tantial input into framing the issues to be tackled and how they

re to be addressed, that matters. 

. Addressing controversies 

This definition of Community OR can now be taken forward to

elp us address some abiding controversies in our field. We should

cknowledge that some of these controversies have been discussed

n the literature, but others represent tensions that bubble be-

eath the surface; they may be the subject of informal conversa-

ions at meetings and conferences, but do not always get an air-

ng in papers and formal conference presentations. However, they

re no less important because of this. We have selected four par-

icular controversies as foci, partly because they have been sig-

ificant in relation to the positioning of our own practice, and

artly because revealing the defining feature of Community OR as

he meaningful engagement of communities helps us throw new

ight on them. The four controversies are whether Community OR

hould be more explicitly political; whether it should be grounded

n systems thinking; what the consequences are of the similarities

nd differences between the US and UK traditions; and whether

ommunity OR offers an enhanced understanding of practice that

ould be useful to OR more generally. There are no doubt other

ontroversies that could have been tackled, but these will have to

ait for another day. 

.1. Should Community OR be more explicitly political? 

The above question has been a subject of considerable debate,

ith strong points being made by those answering both ‘yes’ and

no’, although only those saying ‘yes’ have written up their views in

cademic papers ( Rosenhead & Thunhurst, 1982; Rosenhead, 1986;

idgley & Ochoa-Arias, 1999 ). The essence of our argument is that

meaningful engagement’ has been understood by a variety of au-

hors with reference to political philosophies, especially concern-

ng the value of citizen participation in deliberative democracy and

ivil society dialogues. However, even authors who prefer not to

iew ‘meaningful engagement’ politically have the opportunity to

earn from methodological debates on what the meaningful engage-

ent of communities means, and this is of great value to Commu-

ity OR. 

There have been two different reasons advanced for taking an

xplicitly political stance. One concerns the history of OR. After

he 2nd World War, many people went into OR with the ex-

licit motivation of contributing to social improvement, and indeed

osenhead (1986) says that some had explicitly socialist ideals.

owever, over the years, our parent discipline has largely become a

roblem solving service, supporting the interests of industrial own-

rs and managers, often without regard for the often very differ-

nt interests of shop floor workers and their broader communities

 Rosenhead & Thunhurst, 1982; Rosenhead, 1986 ). By being more

xplicitly political, we might usefully recover the sense of serving

ur wider community and not just narrowly-defined organizational

lients. 

The second argument comes from Midgley and Ochoa-Arias

1999) who, as we saw in the previous section, point out that the

erm ‘community’ means something quite distinct in the various

ifferent political traditions, so if we want to avoid supporting the

olitical status quo through our Community OR practice, we should

eflect on the kind of community we want to build. 

In contrast, those against thinking of Community OR as po-

itically engaged point to the fact that ‘doing good’, for them,

eans doing something of value in a particular local context, usu-

lly for community groups or voluntary organizations whose mis-

ion is dear to their hearts. The survey of practitioners under-

aken by Wong and Mingers (1994) makes it clear that the major-
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 
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ty think like this. Thus, they have strong and explicitly-declared

alue-based commitments to their practice, but not necessarily

ny desire to change wider society. From this perspective, the ori-

ins of Community OR in the Marxist position of Rosenhead and

hunhurst (1982) are either an irrelevance or something they

ould prefer to distance themselves from, as they would not want

he groups and organizations they support to think that their OR

ractice has ulterior political motives. 

In our view, both sides in this debate have valid concerns, and

ommunity OR needs to be broad enough to include both those

ho do and those who do not have political motivations. That said,

e believe that viewing ‘meaningful engagement of the commu-

ity’ as the defining characteristic of Community OR has signif-

cant implications: while the majority of people in our research

etwork may not be interested in having their politics explicitly in-

uence their practice, we argue that assumptions about what con-

titutes both a ‘community’ and ‘meaningful engagement’ are al-

ays present . This means that learning focused on explicating the

ssumptions made in Community OR practice should be very use-

ul for advancing our field, whether or not these assumptions are

abeled as ‘political’. 

It is also possible to develop new methodologies and meth-

ds based on learning about what constitutes good practice in

he meaningful engagement of communities. There are already

ome examples of this happening, including several where their

uthors are explicit about their political commitments. For in-

tance, Christakis and Bausch (2006) define meaningful engage-

ent in terms of participatory democracy , and they offer a method-

logy that is consciously designed to facilitate the fair participation

f everybody involved. This has been used in Community OR by

aouris and Michaelides (2018) . 

Likewise, Walsh (1995) and Gregory and Romm (2001) have

eveloped a Community OR methodology to enable more of a

level playing field’ in dialogue between organizational stakehold-

rs and community participants, and this is explicitly based on

abermas’s (1984a, 1984b) political philosophy. Habermas argues

hat the systemic exercise of power can be countered through the

ngagement of communities in normative public discourse. They

rovide an example of a project that enabled blind and partially

ighted users of a hospital, as well as professionals from vari-

us hospital-based disciplines, to challenge taken for granted un-

erstandings of ‘service quality’. Their methodology also makes

he practitioner accountable for their decision making during an

ntervention (also see Romm, 2001 ), and we suggest that this

ort of issue is vital to building our understanding of ‘meaningful

ngagement’. 

A final example is use of Critical Systems Heuristics ( Ulrich,

983 ) in several Community OR projects (e.g., Cohen & Midgley,

994; Midgley, 1997a, 20 0 0; Midgley et al., 1997, 1998; Boyd et al.,

004 ), as this provides a list of 12 questions that stakeholders of

ny service system can use to formulate their views on what it

urrently is and what it ought to be. Ulrich (1983, 1996) is explicit

hat his political aim (building on the work of Habermas, 1976 ) is

o provide a tool that empowers ordinary citizens to communicate

heir preferences for service development and to challenge profes-

ionals who refuse to listen. A distinguishing characteristic of his

2 questions is that they can be answered equally well by profes-

ionals, service users and community members with no previous

xperience of planning and management ( Midgley, 1997b, 20 0 0 ).

ndeed, service users often produce more detailed and far-reaching

lans than professionals, as the former are less constrained in their

hinking by what current organizations will allow. A finding that

as been repeated several times is that the professionals welcome

he user visions of what their services ought to be doing ( Midgley,

0 0 0 ). This again addresses the question of what constitutes mean-

ngful engagement, and how it can be practiced in Community OR.
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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In looking at the above three examples, we see that political

nd methodological concerns are tightly intertwined, so even if a

ommunity OR practitioner is only interested in good methodologi-

al practice for meaningful engagement, this can hardly avoid hav-

ng political implications. 

.2. Does Community OR need systems thinking? 

Here we argue that there is a systems approach called ‘bound-

ry critique’ that is particularly useful for Community OR. How-

ver, it is important not to get trapped into the paradigm war that

as erupted every so often over the years, where operational re-

earchers and systems thinkers have tried to make the methodol-

gy and practice of the other a sub-set of their own. It is far better

o regard OR and systems thinking as two overlapping communi-

ies of practice that can learn from exploring their common con-

erns. 

The place of systems thinking has been contentious, and the de-

ate has a history that goes back long before the advent of Com-

unity OR ( Keys, 1991 ). Therefore, a brief exploration of the more

eneral issue around the relationship between systems and OR is

orthwhile to place the debate in Community OR in some histori-

al context. 

As mentioned previously, the proponents of OR and systems

hinking are both concerned with modeling for intervention, and

very so often disagreements erupt between them as to which

s the sub-domain of the other ( Keys, 1991 ). Stainton (1983) de-

lares, with some conviction, that systems thinking is a part of OR,

nd this makes intuitive sense because there are methodologies for

ntervention that are explicitly systemic and others that are not.

onversely, Checkland (1981, 1985 ) says that the large majority of

roblematic situations are complex and characterized by a plural-

ty of perspectives, so a systems approach is needed to address

hem, but there is a sub-set of problems that are clearly defined

nd merely complicated (rather than complex), where quantitative,

ptimizing OR techniques come into their own. 

One approach to resolving this recurring disagreement is to try

o distinguish OR and systems thinking more clearly, so they can

e separated. To this end, Hirschheim (1983) says that systems ap-

roaches are concerned with the synthesis of hitherto fragmentary

nowledge to facilitate the emergence of new, synergistic, widely-

hared understandings and actions, and they are therefore useful in

he context of high levels of complexity and multiple perspectives.

n contrast, he says that OR is reductionist (breaking things down

nto parts) and analytical (as opposed to emergent), and therefore

s useful for more manageable problems where mathematical anal-

sis can optimize policies and performance without controversy. 

However, we need to say straight away that this division be-

ween systems and OR is no longer accurate or credible (if in-

eed it ever was), because we have had problem structuring meth-

ds in OR since the 1970s (e.g., Rosenhead, 1989; Rosenhead &

ingers, 2001 ), including some that are not based on systems

hinking (e.g., Keeney, 1992; Eden & Ackermann, 2001; Friend,

0 01; Rosenhead, 20 01 ), yet are equally capable of addressing sit-

ations characterized by complexity and a plurality of viewpoints.

here are also some systems approaches that enable quantifica-

ion and/or optimization (e.g., Forrester, 1961; Hall, 1962; Quade &

oucher, 1968; Jenkins, 1969; Optner, 1973; Quade, Brown, Levien,

ajone, & Rakhmankulov, 1978; Miser and Quade, 1985, 1988 ). The

elds of OR and systems thinking are much more entangled than

irschheim’s (1983) analysis would suggest. 

In spite of this entanglement, we believe that there is a way to

nderstand the difference between OR and systems thinking, and

his can allow us to demonstrate that moves to subsume one field

ithin the other are potentially damaging. We will make three ob-

ervations. First, the ‘transdisciplines’ of systems thinking and sys-
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2017.08.014
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tems science include a wide range of theories and practices that

are applied to phenomena well beyond the purview of operational

researchers, such as biological organisms, families and galaxies, to

name but three ( Midgley, 2003 ). Second, OR practitioners have

developed a range of optimization and other mathematical mod-

eling techniques that are not generally researched or applied by

systems thinkers, even though the latter accept their utility for

complicated but clearly defined problems ( Checkland, 1981; Jack-

son & Keys, 1984 ). Third, the previous two observations give us a

clue as to what is really going on: OR and systems thinking are

best thought of, not as fields of practice, but as overlapping but

differentiated research communities ( Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004a ).

The overlap concerns intervention in purposeful human systems of

various kinds. Subsumption of one research community within the

other, whichever ends up dominant, is potentially damaging be-

cause it could result in the marginalization or elimination of sig-

nificant areas of theory, methodology and/or practice. Instead of

aiming for subsumption, it is far better to reframe the overlap be-

tween systems and OR as an opportunity for learning across research

community boundaries where there are common interests . Also see

Midgley and Richardson (2007) for a similar argument for learning

across the boundaries of systems thinking, cybernetics and com-

plexity science. 

We have discussed the historical tensions between OR and sys-

tems thinking because they explain why, when the place of sys-

tems thinking within Community OR was discussed in an edited

book ( Midgley and Ochoa-Arias, 2004b ), it was quite a sensitive

issue for some participants. Nevertheless, we believe that the di-

alogue between the authors of the various chapters quickly tran-

scended early fears of disciplinary imperialism, and it unfolded in

the spirit of mutual learning that we advocated in the previous

paragraph. Hence, new arguments for and against a systems ap-

proach emerged that are potentially of wider value to the OR com-

munity, as shared below. 

It is very clear, just by looking at the sheer number of Commu-

nity OR papers discussing the benefits of systems thinking, that

the latter has been highly influential: we found 46 in our lit-

erature search, and some examples with different emphases are

Jackson (1987a, 1991) , Keys (1987), Midgley (1989, 1990, 1996a,

20 0 0 ), Gregory and Jackson (1992a, 1992b ), Ochoa-Arias (1994,

1996, 1998, 20 0 0 ), Midgley and Reynolds (20 01, 20 04a ), White

(2003), Walsh and Hostick (2005), Walsh, Grant, and Coleman

(2008), Thunhurst (2013) and Sommer and Mabin (2016) . It may

be that systems thinking has been so influential because most of

the problems surfacing in community contexts are characterized

by complexity, multiple perspectives and power relationships, and

many systems approaches come into their own in these contexts

( Jackson, 1988 ). However, it could simply be that systems thinkers

and problem structuring researchers wanting to make a beneficial

social impact gravitated to Community OR in the 1980s because

it was then a relatively undefined field that offered them oppor-

tunities to practice that were less available in more ‘mainstream’

OR contexts where uses of quantitative optimization methods were

the norm ( Bryant et al., 1994 ). 

In the face of this influence of systems thinking, John Friend

(one of the leading early practitioners of both problem structuring

methods and Community OR) raises two concerns. First, he sug-

gests that the advocates of systems approaches are overly inter-

ested in comprehensive modeling. He argues that comprehensive-

ness is never actually achievable, so it is more productive to learn

to work with selectivity ( Friend & Hickling, 1997 ). We agree that,

if building a comprehensive model of the problematic situation is

a primary goal of practice, then this can lead to ‘paralysis by anal-

ysis’ because any amount of detail could potentially be included.

Indeed, there is strong evidence from the 1960s and early 1970s

that systems thinkers fell into the trap of building ‘super models’
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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hat could answer very few policy questions because they were not

esigned with more selective foci in mind ( Lee, 1973 ). 

Second, Friend (2004) criticizes systems thinkers for viewing or-

anizations as relatively stable systems evolving over time. He says

his introduces a limiting assumption into Community OR practice:

hat we should be working with formal organizations in relatively

ong term projects instead of building transitory alliances to ad-

ress social issues that might cut across organizational and com-

unity boundaries. Working with stable organizations often makes

ense in public or private sector OR, where the effectiveness and

fficiency of organizations are the focus, but we agree with Friend

hat many Community OR projects address an issue of concern to a

ommunity rather than managers of an organization; may involve

epresentatives of multiple organizations and informal groups; may

nly be in existence for a limited period of time; and only some-

imes set out to improve just one organization. 

Midgley and Ochoa-Arias (2004a ) address the first of these is-

ues, and they identify a particular systems approach (boundary

ritique) that does not make the above assumption about compre-

ensiveness. They do not tackle the second issue, but we will ar-

ue that boundary critique also avoids a focus on organizations-

s-systems. This is therefore of particular relevance to Community

R. Below, we summarize the essence of boundary critique (nec-

ssarily leaving out a lot of detail about understanding conflict

nd marginalization processes) before showing how it addresses

riend’s concerns. 

At its most basic, boundary critique is about reflecting on the

oundaries of inclusion and exclusion in systems/OR projects (e.g.,

lrich, 1983, 1987; Midgley et al., 1998; Midgley, 20 0 0; Midgley &

inzón, 2011 ). While in the early days of systems thinking, organi-

ations were seen as real-world systems (e.g., Kast & Rosenzweig,

972 ) and the focus was on supporting their management (e.g.,

mery, 1993 ), in the work of Churchman (1970) and particularly

lrich (1983) , the focus shifted away from organizations as such to

he boundary judgments made in OR projects that determine who

ill participate and what will be the focus, mostly beyond single

rganizational agendas ( Córdoba & Midgley, 2008 ). A boundary is

 conceptual marker of the inclusion and exclusion of both par-

icipants and the issues that concern them, and there are usually

ultiple possibilities for setting boundaries ( Midgley, 20 0 0 ). 

If boundary critique had inherited some of the early assump-

ions of systems science from the 1950s, Friend would be right to

e concerned that there is a preoccupation with comprehensive-

ess. In the work of von Bertalanffy (1956) and Boulding (1956) ,

he priority was to transcend the arbitrary limitations of disci-

linary boundaries by developing a general system theory (GST)

hat can describe the generic properties of all systems (e.g., cells,

rgans, organisms, families, organizations, communities, ecosys-

ems, planets, solar systems and galaxies). In GST, a systems view

understanding the properties of systems in general and analyz-

ng particular systems with reference to these) is said to be the

ost comprehensive view that it is possible to attain. However,

he advocates of boundary critique have explicitly distanced them-

elves from this understanding of comprehensiveness. Following

hurchman (1970) , it is Ulrich (1983, 1987 ) in particular who ar-

ues that the systems idea highlights the bounded nature of all

nderstandings, and hence the inevitable lack of comprehensive-

ess in any OR project. Midgley and Ochoa-Arias say it is the latter

iew of comprehensiveness that is useful in Community OR, and it

s the same thing as Friend’s idea of working with selectivity: 

“So, let us return to the work of Friend and Hickling (1997 ) who

argue that striving to be comprehensive in analyses is problem-

atic because, in “difficult and complex planning problems the

norms of linearity, objectivity, certainty and comprehensiveness

keep on breaking down” (p.22). If one defines comprehensive-
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2017.08.014
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ness as conformity to the saying “don’t do things by halves”

( Friend & Hickling, 1997 , p.21), then we couldn’t agree more.

However, if we follow Churchman and subsequent writers in

the systems domain, we need to recognise a crucial paradox.

By viewing the pursuit of comprehensiveness as dealing with its

inevitable absence , and by making this explicit in the form of

boundary judgements that can be explored and critiqued, we

are likely to be more comprehensive than if we simply take our

boundary judgements for granted. It is our contention that this

is actually quite similar to Friend & Hickling’s (1997 ) prescrip-

tion, “learn to work with selectivity” (p.22). Being selective es-

sentially means, to use systems terminology, making boundary

judgments” ( Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004a , p.11). 

We also argue that boundary critique takes us beyond

he assumption of stable organizations-as-systems, which Friend

2004) argues leads to longer-term OR projects that serve single

rganizations instead of transitory alliances to address issues cut-

ing across organizational and community boundaries. Clearly, if

oundaries are conceptual markers and not the real-world edges

f organizations, it is easy to define projects that are inclusive

f community (and multi-stakeholder) concerns. Indeed, boundary

ritique encourages this by asking the practitioner to consider the

onsequences of using different boundaries ( Midgley, 20 0 0 ). Also,

ore recent work using this systems approach has highlighted the

mportance of considering time boundaries as well as boundaries

hat establish the extent of participation in framing the issues to

e addressed ( Midgley & Shen, 2007; Hodgson, 2013, 2016; Shen

 Midgley, 2015 ). Hence, the idea of transitory strategic alliances

hat Friend (2004) advocates can be understood using boundary

ritique, as can the idea of longer-term projects taking community-

ed change management through to implementation. Which should

e the focus is a matter for the practitioner and stakeholders to

hoose, based on the requirements of the project and any prag-

atic constraints (including the time of the participants) that need

o be respected. 

Our own view is that Friend’s understanding of transitory “ne-

otiated project engagement” ( Friend, 2004 , p.177) is very useful,

nd so is the systems theory of boundaries as it has been ap-

lied in Community OR (see especially Midgley et al., 1998, 2007;

idgley, 20 0 0, 2016; Boyd et al., 2004; Córdoba & Midgley, 2006;

oote et al., 2007; Midgley & Pinzón, 2013; Barros-Castro, Midg-

ey, & Pinzón, 2015 ; and Ufua et al., 2018 ). Indeed, these two

ays of understanding practice are pointing in the same direction :

riend (2004) explains the nature and importance of temporary

ommunity-engaged alliances, and Midgley (20 0 0) and his collabo-

ators provide the theory and methodology of boundary critique to

eepen our understanding of how these alliances can take account

f multiple perspectives, value conflicts and marginalization. The

atter can all be understood in terms of how stakeholders make

nd defend boundary judgments ( Midgley & Pinzón, 2011 ). 

We are now in a position to tie this discussion back to the

efinition of Community OR offered earlier. If the meaningful en-

agement of communities is a characteristic of all Community OR

rojects, then we have to recognize that what counts as a legiti-

ate ‘community’ to engage with actually depends on a boundary

udgment. This boundary judgment may already be decided in the

ind of the practitioner if he or she is following a given political

heory of community, or what counts as a community may be ex-

lored as part of the project without any pre-judged boundaries.

n this situation, it is possible that a vision of community will be

mergent, but it will still be dependent on an implicit or explicit

oundary judgment made sometime during the project. 

Understanding ‘meaningful engagement’ also relies on bound-

ry judgments, in the sense that the practitioner may believe it is

ecessary to involve everyone in the community concerned with
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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he issue in focus, or they may make the case that it is accept-

ble to involve a smaller number of representatives. These are both

oundary judgments. Given that there may be marginalization in

he community, and this can be understood in terms of boundaries

f inclusion and exclusion ( Midgley, 1992, 1994; Midgley & Pinzón,

011 ), what counts as ‘meaningful’ engagement can become quite

mportant: projects that fail to identify and address marginaliza-

ion risk entrenching it ( Midgley, 20 0 0 ), and to be called ‘mean-

ngful’, an engagement process has to give space for marginalized

roups to express themselves in a safe environment ( Midgley &

ilne, 1995; Midgley, 1997b; Midgley & Pinzón, 2013 ). 

So our perspective is that systems thinking can indeed be use-

ul to Community OR, both in terms of offering theory, methodol-

gy and methods of value to practice (as in the 46 papers taking

 systems approach that were mentioned earlier), and also to un-

erstand how practitioners may take different perspectives on what

s and is not legitimate Community OR . Indeed, the systems theory

f boundary critique potentially offers a way to understand explo-

ations of these issues of legitimacy in the context of practice , as

ractitioners come into dialogue with participants and stakehold-

rs who may have different views on their project than themselves.

However, having argued for the value of systems thinking, we

ish to end this section by re-affirming the point that we made

arlier: this does not imply any ‘take-over’ by the systems com-

unity. We strongly believe that Community OR needs to be a

road church, and where there are common interests across the

R and systems communities (and indeed other communities), the

trengths and weaknesses of all perspectives can be discussed in a

pirit of mutual learning. 

.3. What are the similarities and differences between the US and UK

raditions of Community OR? 

The title of this subsection should not be interpreted as imply-

ng that there are only two nationalities of interest; as mentioned

arlier, Community OR is much more widely international, but the

S and UK traditions have been particularly influential. We argue

n this sub-section that US OR as a whole has adopted a narrower

oundary of legitimate practice than UK OR, and the contrasting

oundaries of legitimacy in the two nations have informed how

ommunity OR has been differently framed and developed. Never-

heless, it is very clear that, regardless of which framing is used,

ommunity OR can only deal with questions of meaningful en-

agement if it can offer an enhanced methodology of ‘engaged OR’

hat stands in comparison with expert- and client-driven forms

f OR that are less concerned with either community- or wider-

takeholder engagement. 

The US tradition is one that focuses almost exclusively on quan-

itative modeling. Certainly, it has long embraced applications in

he public sector. Examples include public service OR initiatives

uch as the Operations Research in Public Affairs program held at

IT in 1966; and the Science and Technology Task Force of 1967,

hich initiated the quantitative analysis of criminal justice prob-

ems and influenced the set of methods used in the prosecution of

he Vietnam war ( Johnson, 2012a ). A seminal compendium of pub-

ic sector OR applications from 1994 includes chapters on health

are, energy, natural resources, criminal justice and others ( Pollock

t al., 1994 ). In addition, INFORMS has been strongly promoting

ublic sector OR ( Kaplan, 2016 ). 

However, in 2009, 49 prominent UK-based scholars wrote a let-

er (Ackermann, Bawden, Bosch, Brocklesby, Bryant et al., 2009) to

he editor of the INFORMS professional magazine, OR/MS Today , ad-

ocating for problem structuring methods (sometimes called ‘soft

R’) and other non-traditional (from the US perspective) analytic

pproaches. This generated a response from the editor of the IN-

ORMS flagship journal, Operations Research , asserting that “Our
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 
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objective is to serve the community by publishing high quality pa-

pers that are based on rigorous mathematical models and demon-

strate potential impact on practice”, and when OR applications “are

not based on rigorous mathematical models, Operations Research

is not the appropriate outlet for such papers” ( Simchi-Levi, 2009 ,

p.21). Although Mingers (2011a) presented an introduction to prob-

lem structuring methods for a US audience, this kind of practice is

still barely visible within the US branch of the profession (and in

other areas of the world that follow the lead of the US in defin-

ing our discipline). The perspective of Simchi-Levi still represents

the contemporary understanding of OR in the US, despite the fact

that INFORMS has inaugurated journals addressing diverse appli-

cation areas (e.g., strategy, organizational development, service sci-

ence and marketing) and OR is extending its embrace to ‘analytics’,

which is not solely focused on prescriptive decision modeling (e.g.,

Liberatore & Luo, 2010; Mortenson, Doherty, & Robinson, 2014 ). 

In contrast, since the late 1970s, the UK OR community has

broadened its understanding of the discipline to include problem

structuring methods (e.g., Rosenhead, 1989; Rosenhead & Mingers,

2001 ), Soft OR (e.g., Ackermann, 2012 ) and Community OR (e.g.,

Ritchie et al., 1994a; Midgley & Ochoa-Arias, 2004b ). A typical mo-

tivation for this broadening is given by Ackoff (1979a, 1979b ), a

high-profile US-based researcher who argued that “the future of

operational research is past” ( Ackoff, 1979a , p.93) if it will not em-

brace change. He made the case that we increasingly need to deal

with issues characterized by complexity and stakeholder disagree-

ment, and participative, design-orientated systems approaches are

better able to deal with these than mathematical modeling tech-

niques. However, his call for change fell on deaf ears in the USA,

and he therefore abandoned the OR community. 

It was in the context of the much more constrained US def-

inition of OR that one of us (Michael Johnson) sought, in 2007,

to put a name to some then-recent public sector OR applications

that seemed to have a focus on research with and in the com-

munity, inspired by Ackoff’s (1970) seminal paper on community-

engaged OR in an inner city neighborhood of Philadelphia. Johnson

wanted a new emphasis on OR applications for neighborhood revi-

talization and social change. The paper that resulted used a phrase,

“Community-Based Operations Research” ( Johnson & Smilowitz,

2007 , p.102), that Johnson thought would communicate that this

work lay within the US OR tradition, while nevertheless broaden-

ing its scope in terms of both methodology and application. This

paper did not reflect any substantive awareness of the then already

mature UK tradition of Community OR. 

Johnson’s attempt at branding continued with his 2012b edited

volume, Community-Based Operations Research , and by that time

he had become aware of UK Community OR. Indeed, scholarship

within the latter tradition was amply cited in the introductory

chapter ( Johnson, 2012a ). However, he kept the ‘Community-Based

Operations Research’ brand, rather than adopting ‘Community OR’,

because of his determination to avoid marginalization by US OR

practitioners who might object to the explicitly Marxist and other

‘progressive’ and ‘critical’ perspectives that were highly visible in

the UK Community OR literature (as well as many other aca-

demic domains within the European humanities and social sci-

ences). One of us (Gerald Midgley) has had personal experience

with US-based OR researchers who have acknowledged a disdain

within the profession for conceptions of OR that do not reflect

Simchi-Levi’s (2009) insistence on the centrality of mathematical

modeling, the implicit valuing of ‘expert’ insights over community

perspectives, and the privileging of theoretical developments di-

vorced from practice over real-world applications. 

Acknowledging that histories of scholarship may not always

convey the messiness of new thought, it is useful to note that

the conception of Community-Based Operations Research may be

better understood through the lens of Jackson’s conception of ‘en-
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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anced OR’ ( Jackson, 1987a, 1988 ), which enlarges the notion of

R as a rigorous, analytically-focused problem-solving discipline to

ddress notions of critical thinking and stakeholder/community en-

agement via action research and a deeper understanding of the

iversity of problem contexts within which OR may be deployed. 

While Community-Based Operations Research allows for diverse

nderstandings of problem identification, formulation, solution and

mplementation to enable a more inductive, critical, iterative and

ommunity-engaged notion of OR (in a sense, a superset of tradi-

ional US-style OR), Community OR as we explore it in this pa-

er proposes something even more fundamental: an awareness

hat engagement drives the choice of problem-solving approach

nd methods, and cannot be seen as an ‘optional extra’. In this

ense, we cannot accept that a Community OR practitioner has the

ight to unilaterally diagnose a problem context that clearly arises

rom a community need without at least some degree of engage-

ent with relevant community members or representatives. The

esearcher may conclude that people’s understandings of the con-

ext are inadequate, and be able to justify this, but refusing to en-

age at all is not legitimate if an application is to be labeled ‘Com-

unity OR’. 

Having discussed ‘enhanced OR’, we should acknowledge that

his term can be seen to imply that other forms of OR are simplis-

ic. Clearly this is not the case. We may call this engaged OR rather

han enhanced OR – and, when there is direct engagement with

ocal communities, this is, in addition, Community OR . 

We suggest that a new conception of engaged OR can add

eal value to addressing many difficult problems of public interest

hen at least one of three conditions are manifest (and of course

hether they are manifest is open to debate): 

1. Stakeholder and/or community engagement is essential to un-

derstanding and/or addressing the problem in focus; 

2. A modeling perspective that embraces methodological plural-

ism (multi-methodology or mixed methods) can productively

deal with the complexities at hand better than a single method

design; and 

3. Marginalization and obstructive power relations make the need

for a critical approach (including boundary critique) necessary,

either to sweep in and value diverse voices, and/or to focus the

attention of decision makers on the need for change. 

For further discussions of the reasons why a more engaged ap-

roach is needed in light of the three conditions above, see Flood

nd Romm (1996) and Midgley (1996b) . 

In the section to follow we examine what Community OR can

ffer to the broader OR community and discipline. 

.4. What can Community OR offer to OR more generally? 

Our short answer to the question ‘what can Community OR of-

er to OR more generally?’ is a deeper understanding of what could

onstitute the theory and practice of ‘engaged OR’. Here we go be-

ond the defining feature of Community OR, the meaningful en-

agement of communities, and recognize that, for OR more gener-

lly, it is stakeholders (in many cases including communities, but

ot necessarily so) who need to be meaningfully engaged. While

ractitioners developing problem structuring methods have made

 significant contribution that we can draw upon (e.g., Rosenhead,

989; Rosenhead & Mingers, 2001 ), and so has the systems think-

ng research community (e.g., Jackson, 1991, 20 0 0, 20 03; Flood

nd Romm, 1996; Midgley, 20 0 0, 20 03; Reynolds & Holwell, 2010 ),

ommunity OR has arguably been a major focus of practical appli-

ation for both these communities. It therefore represents a fasci-

ating ‘melting pot’ of theories, methodologies, methods and prac-

ices to inform a more general understanding of what ‘engaged OR’

ight mean. 
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 
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However, we recognize that this is a controversial assertion.

ou do not have to walk very far to meet a large number of

R practitioners who are perfectly happy to stick with the sole

se of quantitative methods and provide a problem-solving ser-

ice to clients without any significant stakeholder and/or commu-

ity engagement. These practitioners would no doubt say that their

ractice is engaged, because they take seriously the idea that the

urpose of their work is to serve clients who want to make more

nformed decisions, and this requires very strong engagement with

hese clients. From our own perspective, however, this is only par-

ial engagement: as discussed in Section 2 of this paper, we argue

hat complex issues may have multiple problem owners, or even

one at all if no agencies have yet picked them up. 

The idea of ‘serving a client’ also assumes that the client’s

raming of the issue is adequate, which may well not be the

ase if there are stakeholders with different perspectives and no

earning across those perspectives has yet been attempted. In-

eed, the client’s perspective may be part of the problem! This

s why Midgley (20 0 0) always explains to those who are paying

or a project on a complex issue that they will not be treated

s ‘clients’ in the traditional manner: the framing of the issue

as to emerge from engagement with relevant stakeholders (the

lient’s view should not be taken as given), and these stakeholders

lso need to participate in developing plans for action, which will

nhance legitimacy, buy-in and the likelihood of implementation

cross organizational boundaries. 

At this point in the argument it is worth stepping back to ask

hy it is that so many OR practitioners are satisfied with a prac-

ice that is only client-engaged, and not engaged in any wider

ense. There are arguably three reasons. The first two assume that

t is necessary for OR to be more engaged in this wider sense,

ut there are cultural and psychological barriers to overcome. The

hird reason raises the possibility that the majority of OR prac-

itioners are actually right to resist stakeholder and community

ngagement. 

First, as we saw in the previous section, OR in the USA is

till defined very narrowly in terms of the use of mathemati-

al techniques ( Simchi-Levi, 20 06, 20 09; Ackermann et al., 20 09;

ingers, 2011a, 2011b ); and in most of the rest of the world OR is

roader, but the majority of practitioners are still only interested

n quantification ( Ackermann, 2012 ). If all the focus is on mathe-

atical techniques, concerns with stakeholder and community en-

agement will inevitably be neglected or marginalized. Mingers

2011b) demonstrates, through a causal loop diagram, how ‘tradi-

ional’ understandings of OR are continually being reinforced. 

Second, there is clearly an element of personal comfort in-

olved: for those who have spent decades in OR and have been

edded to the dominant paradigm, it is a daunting prospect to ac-

ept that there is now a need to learn a whole new set of theories,

ethodologies and practices ( Brocklesby, 1995, 1997; Mingers &

rocklesby, 1996, 1997; Midgley, 20 0 0; Midgley, Nicholson, & Bren-

an, 2016 ). It means the possibility of senior OR practitioners be-

ng seen as novices in some respects, and this can make them feel

ulnerable. 

However, what if the majority of practitioners are actually right

o resist learning about the theory and practice of engagement

oming from Community OR? The third possible reason why many

ractitioners are satisfied with client-only engagement and the

ole use of quantitative methods is that this works for them . We

ave to consider the possibility that the contexts of much ‘main-

tream’ OR and Community OR are so dissimilar that they require

ifferent skill sets. 

The historical place of much OR has been within public and

rivate sector organizations, with practitioners offering a problem-

olving service to managers. Could it be that, in such a role, if

R practitioners were to insist on stakeholder engagement, they
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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ould risk being perceived by their clients as further problematiz-

ng already problematic issues? Or could it be that, in larger or-

anizations with substantial human capital, other departments are

lready engaging with stakeholders, so the OR practitioners can

ssume that their clients are already well informed about other

erspectives? If the answer to either of these questions is ‘yes’,

hen it would be entirely reasonable for OR practitioners to want

o maintain client-only engagement, even if it’s just for their own

elf-preservation! 

Perhaps Community OR practitioners have more influence over

roblem framing and methodology choice than their colleagues in

ndustry and government. This might be because they are mostly

xternal to their commissioning organizations and act in the role

f consultant-researcher; or because, when they are actually em-

loyed by third sector organizations, the latter are more likely

o give them leeway to choose their preferred approach. Alterna-

ively, the situation may be as Jackson (1987a, 1988) claims: the is-

ues that Community OR practitioners address are inherently more

ikely to require multi-stakeholder and community engagement to

esolve them. If it is indeed the case that Community and other OR

ractices are substantially different, then perhaps it is too much to

sk for OR practitioners more generally to learn from Community

R. 

While there may be some truth in the observation that there

re differences between Community OR and other OR foci, we nev-

rtheless want to stress that business and government are by no

eans immune to facing highly complex issues characterized by

ultiple perspectives and the need for action beyond the bound-

ries of a single client organization. Indeed, scholarship in public

ector management emphasizes that citizen engagement is crucial

o the better delivery of services ( Ahn & Bretschneider, 2011 ). Thus,

t is certainly possible for many government employees to do Com-

unity OR in a credible way. It is also quite interesting to note

hat, in research to see how OR would have to be transformed to

eet the emerging challenge of environmental management, busi-

ess leaders actually expressed more interest in managing stake-

older relationships than people in the public and third sectors

 Midgley & Reynolds, 2001, 2004b ). 

In the context of complexity and multiple perspectives, engaged

R is clearly more effective than its less-engaged predecessor: this

as been argued extensively in the literature (e.g., Jackson & Keys,

984; Jackson, 1987b; Rosenhead, 1989; Rosenhead and Mingers,

001; Ackermann, 2012 ) and the value of engaged OR (especially

sing problem structuring methods) has been demonstrated in

ultiple case studies over four decades ( Mingers & Rosenhead,

004 ). It is also the case that even large organizations with sub-

tantial human capital can have ‘blind spots’ and suffer ‘group-

hink’ ( Janis, 1982 ), so taking the client’s perspective for granted

nd failing to engage more widely can be problematic ( Munday,

015 ). 

In some ways, this whole issue of whether ‘mainstream’ OR can

earn from Community OR boils down to our normative vision of

R: do we just see ourselves as offering a research service to man-

gement, primarily tackling ‘tame’ (complicated but uncontrover-

ial) problems, or should we be able to address the full range of

ssues facing organizations, communities and societies, including

he ‘wicked’ (complex, multi-stakeholder, difficult to resolve) prob-

ems identified by Rittel and Webber (1973) ? If we want a more

ulti-talented OR, and (following Ackoff, 1979a, 1979b ) we suggest

his is essential if our discipline is to have a future in an increas-

ngly complex and interconnected world, then we need the theo-

ies, methodologies, methods and practices of engaged OR. Com-

unity OR practitioners can help the wider discipline understand

hat this might involve. 

Perhaps the clinching argument, for us, is that understanding

hether a particular focal issue for an OR project requires stake-
ional research? European Journal of Operational Research (2017), 
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holder engagement is not a simple matter. To find out whether

an issue requires engaged OR actually requires engagement ! Let

us explain. Early arguments for the complementarity of differ-

ent kinds of OR techniques focused on the alignment of different

types of method with different contexts of application: optimiza-

tion and other mathematical techniques were said to be appro-

priate for relatively simple problems where there is agreement on

what the problem is, while problem structuring methods are more

appropriate for complex problems characterized by disagreement

between stakeholders ( Jackson & Keys, 1984; Jackson, 1987b, 1990,

1991; Keys, 1988 ). We suggest that there is an element of truth

to this way of thinking, but on its own it is inadequate: how do

we know if the problem is a relatively simple one that is agreed

between stakeholders if we don’t ask them ? Thus, any framework

that is designed to support practitioners in choosing OR methods,

regardless of all the caveats built around it to encourage critical

thinking (e.g., Jackson, 1990 ), is only as good as the exploratory

approach adopted to diagnose the context ( Ulrich, 1993; Midgley,

20 0 0 ). Simply asking the client is not enough, as he or she may

have blind spots. Thus, an initial period of stakeholder-engaged in-

vestigation is needed prior to choosing the main problem solving

or problem structuring methods to be used. This is precisely what

the theory and practice of boundary critique is all about, as dis-

cussed in Section 3.2 (and also see the following references, which

include those before 1998 when the term ‘boundary critique’ was

first used as a label for this body of work: Ulrich, 1983, 1987;

Midgley, 1992, 20 0 0; Midgley et al., 1998; Foote et al., 2007; Midg-

ley & Pinzón, 2011 ). It involves “probing” the features of the issue

in focus ( Ufua et al., 2018 ) and revisiting exploration periodically

throughout an intervention if/when new dimensions of the issue

are uncovered ( Córdoba & Midgley, 2006 ). The extent of bound-

ary critique needed prior to the choice of methods partly depends

on the time and resources available, but at least a modicum of

stakeholder and/or community engagement is always required if

the blind spots of those initially constructing the remit of a project

are to be exposed. 

Hence our conclusion is that the kind of engaged OR that has

been developed as part of Community OR theory, methodology and

practice is really necessary for all forms of OR , although once an

initial probing of the context has been completed, and this shows

that there really isn’t a need for further stakeholder engagement,

the researcher can legitimately revert to a more ‘traditional’ mode

of inquiry with a primary focus on the perspective of the client.

Arguably, the only exceptions to this are when other projects with

stakeholder engagement are already being done on the problem

in question, and/or there are other parts of the organization that

are working with stakeholders, and the knowledge being gener-

ated can be drawn upon to frame the new work without having

to repeat a previous engagement process. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have sought to address the often-avoided

question of how to define Community OR by arguing that it in-

volves meaningful engagement with the community (or communi-

ties). This definition leaves open what ‘meaningful’ and ‘commu-

nity’ might mean, both generally (different theories and method-

ologies take a view on these things) and in specific projects. Thus,

there is space for debate and therefore learning in the Community

OR research community. 

The above definition allows us to differentiate between Com-

munity OR and other forms of OR that do not involve community

engagement, but without tying the former to a narrowly defined

sector (e.g., grass-roots community groups and/or voluntary orga-

nizations). Community OR can be cross-sector when necessary, and
Please cite this article as: G. Midgley et al., What is community operat
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ndeed community-engaged practice can take place within public,

rivate and third sector OR. 

Importantly, this new definition does not marginalize any pa-

ers or projects that have previously been described as Community

R, thus alienating sections of our research community: we argue

hat the meaningful engagement of communities is a principle of

ractice that has been tacitly present all along, and making it ex-

licit provides a new coherence for Community OR. Nevertheless,

t has implications for addressing some of the controversies in our

esearch community, and we have shown how it helps us take a

osition on four of these. 

One of these positions concerns what Community OR can of-

er to OR more generally. We suggest that it can offer a deeper

nderstanding of what constitutes ‘engaged OR’. Community OR is

niquely placed for this because it has been a focus of application

or problem structuring researchers, systems thinkers and action

esearchers as well as more traditional quantitative OR practition-

rs, and thus it represents a ‘melting pot’ of theories, methodolo-

ies, methods and practices from which new understandings of en-

aged OR can emerge. 
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